Halloween
Witch Plate
By Helen Castaneda
Project Piece
Duncan 21430 Provence Dinner Plate
Concepts
CN113 Dark Delft
CN244 Really White
CN253 Dark Black
CN501 Neon Yellow
CN507 Neon Red
Miscellaneous
Pencil
Water Bowl
Fine point (soft tip) Marker
Palette knife

Brushes
#6 Round
#1 Liner
Fan Glaze
French Dimensions
FD 258 Pure White

Tissue Paper
Sponge
Palette Paper or Glazed Tile

1) Wipe down using a damp sponge to remove dust from bisque plate.
2) Place the CN paints, Dark Delft, Neon Yellow and Neon Red on palette and thin with a few
drops of water, mix with palette knife.
3) Using a fan brush load Dark Delft and apply a coat from the top of plate to about a third down
from the top of plate.
4) Apply one coat of Neon Yellow to middle 1/3 of plate, before it dries load brush with Neon
Yellow side load in Dark Delft and slightly overlap from just above the edge of the Dark Delft
working the CN colors with back and forth horizontal brush strokes creating a soft blended
look.

5) Apply one coat of Neon Red to the bottom 1/3 of plate, before it dries load brush with Neon
Red side load in Neon Yellow and slightly overlap from just above the edge of the Neon Yellow
working the color with a back and forth horizontal brush stroke creating a soft blended look.
6) Repeat set 4 and 5.
7) Trace the picture of the witch, bats and moon onto the tissue with pencil. Place traced tissue
where you would like these to be placed on you plate and trace with marker pin.
8) Using the puddle method apply Dark Black to the witch & bat pattern on plate with your #6
round brush.
9) Mix Really White with French Dimension White and apply to the moon pattern, this will give it a
raise effect when fired.
10) Using a liner Brush you can write “TRICK OR TREAT” on rim of plate.
11) Sign and paint back of plate with any CN color of your choice, let dry, and stilt and fire to shelf
cone 06.

